Phone: i61-2-9850 8935; Fa: +61-2-9850 8115; Erntnntl: wetpmgQcs mq du ou The recent experimental s11cces4 in all-optical trapping of m atomic BoseEinstein mndcnsate (BEC) opens the praspect of Btudiw into the internal structure of spinor BECs. While in mapnetically trapped BE& only one Internal degreeof-freedom cnn bc manipulated, an optical confinement allows an entanglemcnt between the center-of-mas dynamics and the internal hyperfine state.
One erample of such entangled dates are skyrmians. Although their b t x in vortex-iile far away from the line of symmetry, skyrmiuna do nut Iiave i l l l ordinary vortex core due M the spin degee of freedom. The kinetic energy asaciated with the rntation is rcduced hy a apio rotation. Another interesting property of skyrmions is t h d , unlike ordinary vortex states, they do not r e p r e n t B topological excitation
We propose an optical method to create skyrmioos in a rondmaatr of alkdli atoms with hypefine spin F = I. This method employs biir l a m beams with Gaussian and/or Laguerre-Gaussian mode structure which induce Raman transitiarls tu create an optical potential for the atomic BEG. To p~cserve the cylindrical symmetry of the skyrmiori along the z-axis, the laser beams must also propagate along this axis and thus usiidlycan only induce a Raman transition between the m = *I magnetic hyperfine levels. However, 10 create a skyrmion the m = 0 level must also be populated. To overcome this prohleiri DUI proposal utilizes an anamalms polarization along the bcam a d s which result8 ham the transvem structure of the l a e l heams. We demoosLrate numerically that the resulting optical potential em produce skyrmions In B neutral Fermi gas the interplay between interatomic interactions snd quantum stalktics is fascinating. Interactions between particles in identical i n t m a l states bemme forbidden at low temperatures, while interactions between p u t d e s in non-idemtical p i l l stat-may he the driving mechanism far an expected phsse transition to superfluid)@ It is thereforc intaoSting to study the interactions between fermunic atoms in different spin stat-.
An optical dipole trap p~n confine aton18 in any mixtmre of spin state, and IR therefore ideally suited far mllisional studies. We have huill. a resonator dipole trap (RDT) relying OD rpsonmt enhancement of the optical field inside a cavity (see figure) . Since the trap depth is enlranced by a factor 150, we expect to trap zz 3 x lo" atom from n magneboptical trap with only modest laser power (a 400 >OW Nd:Yq laser at lOG4 mk).
Once transfemed into the RDT, the atoms only seatter onc photon pw four seconds, which leaves us enough stomge time to study the i a t m d thermalization of the gas We are especially interested in observing Feshbach resoomces thmugh the exceptionally high collision rates they induce Strong Feshbach msonancer haw becn p d c t e d far tho bigh-field seeking states of "LI [I] An important feature of the KDT 1s the f a t that the o p t d potential is spatially modulated, thus creating an mrray of qua~-tw~dimemonal microtraps The widtll of each microtrap 1s. of the order of the heam waist (150 am), while the height is only half the wavelength of the trnpping light, i.e., 532 nru. The two-dmensional character oftlie smples will also mfliiencr the sorttcring properties, possibly giving xise to new t m a of scattering r a o n a n c~ 121
